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If you need to adjust for a face shape not already provided on the pattern sheet, take measurements along the surface of the 

face.  Curved measurements are different from flat measurements, so use a tape measure or a string (which you then measure 

the length of with a ruler).   

Measurements are only part of it—shape is another!  As you can see, each doll pattern is a very different shape to best fit the 

face it was made for.  Look at the face you want to make a mask for in in profile: this will give you the best idea of the shape 

your nose, mouth, and jaw area needs to be.   

You can test your new shape by sewing a 1-layer shell piece (sew together at A, sew in a nose clip, hem over at C &D and hold 

over face).  Mark anywhere that’s too tight or too loose and try again until you get it just right.     
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*FREEBIE* Doll Face Masks: Multi Size 

1/8” seam allowance included on all pieces 

Hi!  If this is your first time checking out one of my patterns, welcome!  If you would like to sew with a larger seam 

allowance, just draw out the extra amount on your paper pattern pieces, then trim them back to 1/8” after you sew 

them.  You don’t need to do this when  people sewing, but when dealing with miniature sewing it’s necessary to get 

things to turn out smooth and flexible. 

This is one of my ‘teaching’ patterns: like people, every doll has a different face shape, so to get a smooth fitting 

mask with no gaps at the nose, sides, or bottom, each pattern needs to be adjusted to fit that face.  My hope is that 

after you try this you will have an understanding of basic pattern adjustment, if for example you need to make room 

for a bigger nose or a larger/smaller jaw. 

Disclaimer: For dolls, masks can be used to protect faces from nose chips, cheek and chin rubs but are otherwise 

purely cosmetic.  This is not a pattern for a medical device for people.  It’s way too small. 

If you are looking at this pattern because you are interested in making masks for people, the best advice I can give 

you is that if the mask pattern you’re thinking about using is LESS detailed than the one I’m giving you for dolls: as in, 

doesn’t have a different shaped piece for the outside vs the lining, doesn’t have a nose clip, takes a one-size-fits-all 

attitude then it is not a very good pattern. 

If you DID end up here because you’re interested in human face masks and want to practice with dolls, check the last 

page for links to actual medical authorities and studies. 

Sizing:  

The included patterns are: 

9-10” Anime style head (low nose bridge, small, narrow jaw & heart shaped face)  This works on most Pullips, Dollfie 

Dreams, Smart Dolls, and even 18” Monster High 

9-10” Human shaped head (medium nose bridge, longer, more oval face with medium jaw) This works on more 

realistic 60cm scale BJDs, but as every company has dozens or more different face sculpts, you may need to tweak it. 

Animator (low bridge, small jaw, very wide face) fits most Disney Animator dolls, but each doll has a different head 

sculpt so some dolls may need tweaks. 

18” Kid (medium nose bridge, square jaw/chubby kid face) This works on dolls like American Girl, Journey Girl, etc. 

Materials:  

 ¼ yard or less of cotton or similar quilting-type fabric for the outer shell.  ¼ yard or less of micro fleece for a 

fuzzy face cushion liner or a synthetic silky like polyester for a non-padded soft face liner. 

 Embroidery floss or string for mask ties. 

 Basic sewing supplies (thread, needle, scissors, iron).  Can be sewn by hand or machine. 

 Not all dolls will need nose clips, but it does make masks fit better. Nose 

clips can be made with short lengths of soft wire, like a bread twist or 

gardening wire.  Soft jewelry wire will also work if you have some around 

the house, but if you use that you should sandwich it in between strips of 

masking tape to keep the ends from poking through the fabric and 

scratching at the face.                    

                                                                                                     gardening wire  
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Mask: 

No matter the face shape, all doll masks come together the same 

way so you’ll use the diagram page for any of the pattern sets.  This 

isn’t quite the same way as people masks, which usually use more 

layers or are made with a pocket for a removable filter because only 

people need those things.   

Cut (on fold):1 face mask in shell fabric, 1 face mask liner in 

liner fabric. 

                        1 piece of string (18” or 45cm) 

                        1 nose clip (optional) approximately 1.5” long.  

Step 1: Sew both shell pieces together, finished side in, along A.   

             Sew both liner pieces together, finished side in, along A.   

             If you enlarged the seam allowance, trim back to 1/8”.   

             Sewing term: “finished side” is also called the “right side.” It’s 

the nice side of a fabric, if there is one.  Usually a print is only on one 

side of fabric, but if you’re using a simple one-color fabric, both sides 

might look the same. 

 

Step 2: Open shell and liner pieces and press the A seam open and 

flat with an iron.   

             Sewing term: “press” means just that—press.  You’re not 

moving the iron around to de-wrinkle, you’re just using the pointed 

end to flatten seams out.   

 

 

 

 

Step 3: If sewing in a nose clip, stitch the wire piece to the liner on the 

side with the seam you just pressed open at B.  This will secure the 

wire in place. 

 

Step 4: Pin liner piece to shell along C, finished side in, matching 

up the A seam on each piece at the center and sew together at C.   

              The Shell piece is slightly larger.  This is because it is the 

outside of the curve and the liner is the inside of the curve.  The 

outside length is always longer, so if the liner was the same size, it 

would bulge out around the edges.  
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Step 5:  Pin liner piece to shell along D, finished side in, matching up 

the A seam on each piece at the center.  Sew together at D, and turn 

the mask right-side out through the hole openings on the sides. 

               Because of this, a lined mask has a lower size limit—a Barbie, 

for example, would be too small to sew this way.   

Step 6: Press shell and liner together along the edges so that the liner 

lies flat against the inside of the mask.   

              On each side, the shell will stick out past the lining.  Fold 

each end over about 1/8” or .3cm, press, and then fold over again, 

this time about 3/8” or 1cm.  Press and pin in place. 

Step 7: Sew the folded over fabric to mask along E.  This has made 

the channel through which you will push your string.   

 

Step 8: Push your string up through your mask channel 

on one side from the bottom up, then bring around to 

the channel on the other side and push through, from 

the top down.    If you sewed in a nose clip, bend it to 

mold snugly over the bridge of the doll’s nose. 

 

 

 

 

 

             Dolls don’t always have very good ears to loop masks around, 

so I use this alternate mask tying technique: Put the top string over 

the head so that it rests over the ears.  If your doll has rooted hair or a 

wig, it will sit just below the hairline.  Tie the bottom strings together 

at the back of the neck snugly and make a bow.   

To remove, untie the bow and slide mask over head. 

 

 

Variations: 

Silky lining: these masks will lay flattest over doll faces, but not provide as much protection.  This is probably fine if 

you have a factory produced doll, which has a much sturdier face paint than an artist doll.   

Microfleece lining: these masks bulge a little more, obviously, but if you are paranoid about damage to doll faces and 

don’t want to wrap up your doll’s head and strap on a face shield if you take it somewhere, it’s pretty good.  It won’t 

save your doll if you drop it, but it covers the most often-damaged places from casual scuffs.     
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I hope you enjoyed this pattern, and learned some new skills!  If you’re interested in learning to sew other things, 

check out RequiemArt.com for patterns, free resources and tutorials.  As long as we’re all encouraged to stay inside, 

I’ll be putting up more stuff regularly   

 
The perfect seal: no gaps on top, sides, or bottom  

 

If you’re interested in HUMAN masks, here are some proper resources: 

WHO Guidance on masks in the community, during home care, and in healthcare settings in the context of novel 

coronavirus (2019-nCoV) outbreak: interim guidance, 29 January 2020 

How to Make a Simple Respiratory Mask in Infectious Diseases, July 2006          

Simple Respiratory Protection – Evaluation of the Filtration Performance of Cloth Masks and Common Mask 

Materials from The Annals of Occupational Hygiene, Volume 54, Issue 7, October 2010 

Professional and Home-made Face Masks Reduce Exposure to Respiratory Infections among the General Population 

in PLoS One 2008; 3(7) The title of this one is not very good, it’s a study comparing the filtration quality of a simple 

mask made from a tea towel aka dish towel, surgical masks, and N95 particle masks 

A no-sew video tutorial on how to make a disposable mask from The University of Hong Kong – Shenzou Hospital 

How to make a face mask from Singer, Hong Kong While they do not list their mask pattern for medical use, it’s the 

only pattern I’ve seen that instructs you how to adjust it according to your face size/shape AND includes a nose clip 

 

 

  

https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/330987
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/7031445_Simple_Respiratory_Mask
https://academic.oup.com/annweh/article/54/7/789/202744
https://academic.oup.com/annweh/article/54/7/789/202744
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2440799/
https://academic.oup.com/annweh/article/54/7/789/202744
https://en.singer.com.hk/blogs/sewing-projects/how-to-make-face-mask

